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Public Health and Colonialism 2002
up to now far too little has been known about the influence and the effect of european medicine in colonies and not
much has been known as yet about the introduction and activity of medical doctors and public health in general in the
colony of german new guinea the present study examines for the first time in detail the measures and goals of the
german colonial administration in relation to issues of public health the activities of medical practitioners medical
orderlies and nurses are examined as are problems with endemic tropical and introduced diseases the reaction of the
native population to european health measures the training of native men as heiltultuls and the efficacy of their
deployment and the introduction of western standards of hygiene margrit davies scrutinises the interplay of public
health and colonialism and attempts an answer to the question of how the especifically german variety of colonial
medicine is to be evaluated

Islam and Colonialism 2015-02-06
the series religion and society rs contributes to the exploration of religions as social systems both in western and
non western societies in particular it examines religions in their differentiation from and intersection with other
cultural systems such as art economy law and politics due attention is given to paradigmatic case or comparative
studies that exhibit a clear theoretical orientation with the empirical and historical data of religion and such
aspects of religion as ritual the religious imagination constructions of tradition iconography or media in addition
the formation of religious communities their construction of identity and their relation to society and the wider
public are key issues of this series

Resistance and Colonialism 2019-08-01
this volume offers a critical re examination of colonial and anti colonial resistance imageries and practices in
imperial history it offers a fresh critique of both pejorative and celebratory readings of insurgent peoples and it
seeks to revitalize the study of resistance as an analytical field in the comparative history of western colonialisms
it explores how to read and de code these issues in archival documents and how to conjugate documental approaches
with oral history indigenous memories and international histories of empire the topics explored include runaway
slaves and slave rebellions mutiny and banditry memories and practices of guerrilla and liberation diplomatic
negotiations and cross border confrontations theft collaboration and even the subversive effects of nature in
colonial projects of labor exploitation

The Colonizer and the Colonized 2019-07-31
written in 1956 when morocco and tunisia gained independence from france and soon after the algerian war had started
this book describes the inescapable bonds between colonizer and colonized born in tunis memmi is one of the colonized
but as a jew he identified culturally with the colonizer he moved to france in 1956 and draws on his experience to
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analyze vividly how colonizer and colonized are mutually dependent and ultimately both victims of colonialism the
colonizer and the colonized is now regarded as a classic description of the inner dynamics of racism and colonialism
a work that in its economic and political sophistication its sober perceptions of the interdependence of colonizer
and colonized rivals franz fanon s more famous but more romantic black skin white masks and the wretched of the earth
richard locke the new york times the subject of colonialism has rarely been treated more lucidly and devastatingly
than in this book library journal widely influential new yorker confiscated by colonial police throughout the world
since its 1957 publication the colonizer and the colonized is an important document of our times an invaluable
warning for all future generations los angeles times albert memmi s characterology of master and servant has a
personal as well as a social dimension the pecking order he describes has its accurate analogues in the lives of
middle class americans emile capouya saturday review

Law, History, Colonialism 2001
this work brings together the disciplines of law history and post colonial studies in an exploration of imperialism
in essays from a range of disciplinary backgrounds it offers perspectives on the length and breadth of empire

Law, History and Colonialism 2010
drawing on the latest contemporary research from an internationally acclaimed group of scholars law history
colonialism brings together the disciplines of law history and post colonial studies in a singular exploration of
imperialism in fresh innovative essays from a range of disciplinary backgrounds this collection offers exciting new
perspectives on the length and breadth of empire as issues of native title truth and reconciliation commissions and
access to land and natural resources are contested in courtrooms and legislation of former colonies the disciplines
of law and history afford new ways of seeing hearing and creating knowledge issues explored include the judicial
construction of racial categories the gendered definitions of nation states the historical construction of
citizenship sovereignty and land rights the limits to legality and the charting of empire constructions of madness
among colonised peoples reforming property rights of married women questions of legal and historical evidence and the
rule of law this collection will be an indispensable reference work to scholars students and teachers

Discourse on Colonialism 1972
this classic work first published in france in 1955 profoundly influenced the generation of scholars and activists at
the forefront of liberation struggles in africa latin america and the caribbean nearly twenty years later when
published for the first time in english discourse on colonialism inspired a new generation engaged in the civil
rights black power and anti war movements and has sold more than 75 000 copies to date aimé césaire eloquently
describes the brutal impact of capitalism and colonialism on both the colonizer and colonized exposing the
contradictions and hypocrisy implicit in western notions of progress and civilization upon encountering the savage
uncultured or primitive here césaire reaffirms african values identity and culture and their relevance reminding us
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that the relationship between consciousness and reality are extremely complex it is equally necessary to decolonize
our minds our inner life at the same time that we decolonize society an interview with césaire by the poet rené
depestre is also included amazon com

Commodities and Colonialism 2013
sugar yesterday was what oil is today a commodity of immense global importance whose tentacles reached deep into
politics society and economy indonesia s colonial era sugar industry is largely forgotten today except by a small
number of regional specialists writing for a specialist audience during the period 1880 1942 covered by this book
however the then netherlands indies was one of the world s very greatest producer exporters of the commodity how it
contrived to do so is the story presented in this book book jacket

Modernism and Colonialism 2007-10-15
the essays in modernism and colonialism offer revisionary accounts of major british and irish literary modernists
relation to colonialism

Debunking the Myths of Colonization 2010
debunking the myths of colonization examines salman rushdi s thesis on the paradoxical nature of colonialism and its
horrific impact on the psyche of the colonized it probes frantz fanon s theories concerning the relationship between
colonizers and colonized and attempts to apply these theories to modern arabic literature like rushdi and fanon many
arab writers have embarked on a journey to the metropolis of their ex colonial masters due to their encounter with
english or french culture they have written memoirs poems or fictions in which they have represented themselves and
the other their representations differ markedly according to their own make up as human beings their class education
experiences and gender yet what brings them together is their love hate relationship with the ex colonizer in the
case of the palestinian writers however there is only bitterness and bewilderment at israel as a colonizing power in
the 21st century and its jewish citizens who were once victims in europe but now have turned into victimizers book
jacket

Neo-colonialism 1965
colonialism postcolonialism is a comprehensive yet accessible guide to the historical and theoretical dimensions of
colonial and postcolonial studies ania loomba deftly introduces and examines key features of the ideologies and
history of colonialism the relationship of colonial discourse to literature challenges to colonialism including
anticolonial discourses recent developments in postcolonial theories and histories issues of sexuality and
colonialism and the intersection of feminist and postcolonial thought debates about globalization and postcolonialism
recommended on courses across the academic disciplines and around the world colonialism postcolonialism has for some
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years been accepted as the essential introduction to a vibrant and politically charged area of literary and cultural
study with new coverage of emerging debates around globalization this second edition will continue to serve as the
ideal guide for students new to colonial discourse theory postcolonial studies or postcolonial theory as well as a
reference for advanced students and teachers

Colonialism/Postcolonialism 2007-05-07
this book engages in the long standing debate on the relationship between capitalism and colonialism specifically
rönnbäck and broberg study the interaction between imperialist policies colonial institutions and financial markets
their primary method of analysis is examining micro and macro level data relating to a large sample of ventures
operating in africa and traded on the london stock exchange between 1869 and 1969 their study shows that the
relationship between capital and colonialism was highly complex while return from investing in african colonies on
average was not extraordinary there were certainly many occasions when investors enjoyed high return due to various
forms of exploitation while there were actors with rational calculations and deliberate strategies there was also an
important element of chance in determining the return on investment not least in the mining sector which overall was
the most important business for investment in african ventures during this period this book finally also demonstrates
that the different paths of decolonization in africa had very diverse effects for investors

Capital and Colonialism 2019-07-30
for courses in imperialism colonialism as well as the second half of the world history survey course this textbook
addresses modern imperialism and colonialism from a truly global and holistic perspective from the formation of
centralized gunpowder empires in eurasia and parts of africa to the demise of the bi polar cold war world modern
imperialism and colonialism investigates our evolving understanding of the origins nature mechanisms and demise of
modern empires it evaluates empires as structures and also explores the doctrines ideologies and practices of
imperialism and colonial rule

Education and Colonialism 1978
contact conquest and colonization brings together international historians and literary studies scholars in order to
explore the force of practices of comparing in shaping empires and colonial relations at different points in time and
around the globe whenever there was cultural contact in the context of european colonization and empire building
historical records teem with comparisons among those cultures this edited volume focuses on what historical agents
actually do when they compare rather than on comparison as an analytic method its contributors are thus interested in
the doing of comparison and explore the force of these practices of comparing in shaping empires and post colonial
relations between the sixteenth and twentieth centuries this book will appeal to students and scholars of global
history as well as those interested in cultural history and the history of colonialism
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Modern Imperialism and Colonialism 2011
a damning exploration of the many ways in which the effects and logic of anti black colonialism continue to inform
our modern world colonialism and imperialism are often thought to be distant memories whether they re glorified in
britain s collective nostalgia or taught as a sin of the past in history classes this idea is bolstered by the
emergence of india china argentina and other non western nations as leading world powers multiculturalism immigration
and globalization have led traditionalists to fear that the west is in decline and that white people are rapidly
being left behind progressives and reactionaries alike espouse the belief that we live in a post racial society but
imperialism as kehinde andrews argues is alive and well it s just taken a new form one in which the u s and not
europe is at the center of western dominion and imperial power looks more like racial capitalism than the expansion
of colonial holdings the international monetary fund world bank world trade organization and even the united nations
are only some of these modern mechanisms of western imperialism yet these imperialist logics and tactics are not
limited to just the west or to white people as in the neocolonial relationship between china and africa diving deep
into the concepts of racial capitalism and racial patriarchy andrews adds nuance and context to these often over
simplified narratives challenging the right and the left in equal measure andrews takes the reader from genocide to
slavery to colonialism deftly explaining the histories of these phenomena how their justifications are linked and how
they continue to shape our world to this day the new age of empire is a damning indictment of white centered
ideologies from marxism to neoliberalism and a reminder that our histories are never really over

Colonialism 2021-11-16
imperialism and colonialism christopher bayly richard rathbone and richard drayton is a collection of interviews that
are being published as a book for the first time these interviews have been conducted by one of england s leading
social anthropologists and historians professor alan macfarlane filmed over a period of several years the three
conversations in this volume are part of the series creative lives and works these transcriptions form a part of a
larger set of interviews that cut across various disciplines from the social sciences and the sciences to the
performing and visual arts the current volume is on three foremost imperial and global historians colonialism is
intrinsically linked to its imperial past christopher bayly richard rathbone and richard drayton come alive through
these conversations in this book they offer a refreshing perspective to the actions of the colonizer and the
colonized often deriding the actions of the former bayly talks at great length about his indian experience rathbone
talks about the tempered indifference of the larger academic community towards african history and its oral tradition
and drayton engages his readers with anecdotes and interesting insights into creole culture the book will be of
enormous value not just to those interested in the subject of history culture studies ethnography and comparative
studies and literature but also to the uninitiated because of the lucidity which conversations bring to even
otherwise opaque discussions please note this title is co published with social science press new delhi taylor
francis does not sell or distribute the hardback in india pakistan nepal bhutan bangladesh and sri lanka
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Contact, Conquest and Colonization 2023-01-09
this is the first book dedicated to a systematic exploration of kant s position on colonialism bringing together a
team of leading scholars in both the history of political thought and normative theory the chapters in the volume
seek to place kant s thoughts on colonialism in historical context examine the tensions that the assessment of
colonialism produces in kant s work and evaluate the relevance of these reflections for current debates on global
justice and the relation of western political thinking to other parts of the world

The New Age of Empire 2021-03-02
the textbook provides an in depth overview of african history and politics from the atlantic slave trade through the
phases of colonialism and decolonization to the development problems of the present various development theories are
used to explain successful and failed development paths of individual countries after 1960 thematic foci include
europe s colonial legacy state formation and state failure democratization the curse of raw materials population
growth hunger and poverty ethnic conflicts and the roles of the world bank eu and china as external actors in africa

Imperialism and Colonialism 2022-03-24
what did it mean to be an african subject living in remote areas of tanganyika at the end of the colonial era for the
kaguru of tanganyika it meant daily confrontation with the black and white governmental officials tasked with
bringing this rural people into the mainstream of colonial african life t o beidelman s detailed narrative links this
administrative world to the kaguru s wider social cultural and geographical milieu and to the political history ideas
of indirect rule and the white institutions that loomed just beyond their world beidelman unveils the colonial system
s problems as it extended its authority into rural areas and shows how these problems persisted even after african
independence

Kant and Colonialism 2014
the biblical claim of the divine promise of land is integrally linked with a divine mandate to exterminate the
indigenous people the narrative has supported virtually all western colonizing enterprises e g in latin america south
africa palestine resulting in the suffering of millions of people and loss of respect for the bible according to
modern secular standards of human and political rights what the biblical narrative calls for are war crimes and
crimes against humanity in this provocative and compelling study prior protests at the neglect of the moral question
in conventional biblical studies and attempts to rescue the bible from being a blunt instrument in the oppression of
people
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Empire, Development & Colonialism 2013
this study of muslims writings on colonialism in northern nigeria illuminates the complexities of muslims reactions
to british indirect rule revealing new perspective on the subject it is based on arabic texts poems hausa novels and
treatises on islamic law

Africa 2022-02-25
did shakespeare and his contemporaries think at all in terms of race examining the depiction of cultural religious
and ethnic difference in shakespeare s plays ania loomba considers how seventeenth century ideas differed from the
later ideologies of race that emerged during colonialism as well as from older ideas about barbarism blackness and
religious difference accessible yet nuanced analysis of the plays explores how shakespeare s ideas of race were
shaped by beliefs about color religion nationality class money and gender

The Culture of Colonialism 2012-06-27
analyzes the history of sugar cultivation in terms of cultural colonization and its post colonial transformations
interweaving factors such as sugar production and consumption and plantation economies with the complex cultural
transformations initiated by the tropical sugar industry subjects include sugar and the shaping of western culture
transculturation and sugar plantations in africa and the sugar industry s coolies in colonial java

The Bible and Colonialism 1997-05-01
relations between western nations and their colonial subjects changed dramatically in the second half of the
twentieth century as nearly all of the west s colonies gained their independence by 1975 attitudes toward colonialism
in the west also changed and terms such as empire and colonialism once used with pride became strongly negative while
colonialism has become discredited precisely when or how that happened remains unclear this book explores changing
western attitudes toward colonialism and decolonization by analyzing american british and french popular cinema and
its reception from 1960 to 1973

Islam And Colonialism 2006
the nineteenth century was europe s colonial century at the beginning of the period the only colonial empire that
existed was the british empire by the end of the century the situation was completely different and europe s colonial
possessions had come to constitute a large part of the world the french had acquired an immense colonial empire and
the dutch had extended their control over indonesia germany and italy unified only in the latter half of the century
had claimed their place under the sun even the tiny kingdom of belgium had acquired a huge colonial territory in
africa the belgian congo this is the first book to describe the whole process of colonization from conquest to
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pacification and to analyze it in the light of administrative cultural and economic developments the european
colonial empires discusses a uniquely long period instead of merely focussing on the shorter accepted age of
classical imperialism wesseling argues that european colonial expansion can be understood only by putting it into
this long term perspective and by comparing the differences between the colonies in africa asia oceania and the
caribbean this book redresses the balance that privileges the british colonial and imperial experience it emphasizes
the continental european experience while relating developments to the british enterprise

Shakespeare, Race, and Colonialism 2002
china colonialism famine french foreign legion japan kublai khan opium wars sino japanese war 1894 95 vietnam

White and Deadly 1999
unique in its global and interdisciplinary scope this collection will bring together comparative insights across
european ottoman japanese and u s imperial contexts while spanning colonized spaces in latin america the caribbean
africa the indian ocean the middle east and east and southeast asia drawing on interdisciplinary perspectives from
cultural intellectual and political history anthropology law gender and sexuality studies and literary criticism the
routledge companion to sexuality and colonialism combines regional and historiographic overviews with detailed case
studies making it the key reference for up to date scholarship on the intimate dimensions of colonial rule

Film and Colonialism in the Sixties 2020-06-30
this book explores national attitudes to remembering colonialism in britain and france by comparing these two former
colonial powers the author tells two distinct stories about coming to terms with the legacies of colonialism the role
of silence and the breaking thereof examining memory through the stories of people who incited public conversation on
colonialism activists politicians journalists and professional historians this book argues that these actors
mobilised the colonial past to make sense of national identity race and belonging in the present in focusing on
memory as an ongoing politicised public debate the book examines the afterlife of colonial history as an element of
political and social discourse that depends on actors goals and priorities a thought provoking and powerful read that
explores the divisive legacies of colonialism through oral history this book will appeal to those researching
imperialism collective memory and cultural identity

The European Colonial Empires 2015-10-23
this book offers a comparative and cross cultural history of islamic reform and european colonialism as both
dependent and independent factors in shaping the multiple ways of becoming modern in indonesia and malaya during the
first half of the twenti
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The Burden of Empire 1990
exploring the age old institution of african debt bondage in which people are held as collateral in lieu of debts
that have been incurred these twenty essays look at the various effects of this practice on such issues as kinship
gender and the international slave trade continuing well into the 1930s because of the economic demands enforced by
european colonial rule pawnship and slavery in the event of default on a loan has had a particularly detrimental
effect on women and children demonstrating the links between creditservility and gender in large parts of africa

Imperialism and colonialism 2000
unesco pub textbook on social theories relating to issues of race and colonialism traces race relations in writings
of durkheim marx engels and weber and considers foundations of racial discrimination in the framework of modern
science nationalism and capitalism references

The Routledge Companion to Sexuality and Colonialism 2021
the emergence of racism as an ideology set in the historical context of european colonial expansion and changing
social structures no specifically australian material

The Memory of Colonialism in Britain and France 2021-02-13
in god s empire hilary m carey charts britain s nineteenth century transformation from protestant nation to free
christian empire through the history of the colonial missionary movement this wide ranging reassessment of the
religious character of the second british empire provides a clear account of the promotional strategies of the major
churches and church parties which worked to plant settler christianity in british domains based on extensive use of
original archival and rare published sources the author explores major debates such as the relationship between
religion and colonization church state relations irish catholics in the empire the impact of the scottish disruption
on colonial presbyterianism competition between evangelicals and other anglicans in the colonies and between british
and american strands of methodism in british north america

Islam and Colonialism 2015-12-31
a comparative analysis of the complex interweaving of race gender social class and sexuality in defining the contours
of white women s lives in barbados and north carolina during the era of slavery
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Pawnship, Slavery, and Colonialism in Africa 2003

Sociological Theories 1980

Racism and Colonialism 1982-06-30

Slave Emancipation and Colonialism 1999

God's Empire 2011-01-06

Engendering Whiteness 2007-08-15
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